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The core CPI has been rising 
rapidly over the past six 
months, but there was a sharp 
slowdown for March. 

Consumer expectations 
improved in early April as 
gasoline price increases 
leveled off. A strong labor 
market may help this move 
further to the upside in 
coming months.

The core CPI rose by less 
than expected for March

Consumer expectations 
remain low but 
improved in early April

Source: Haver Analytics

Economic data were mixed
The consumer price index (CPI) sent mixed signals last week while the retail
sales release left more to be desired. There are positive aspects to most of the
data, but that is coming against the backdrop of heightened geopolitical
uncertainty and the beginning of the removal of Fed policy accommodation.

The CPI report had something for everyone
The headline CPI jumped by 1.2 percent for March, the fastest rate since a one-
month blip for September 2005. To find a more sustained period of faster
inflation you would have to go back to early 1980. March’s monthly rise
brought the 12-month trend rate up to 8.5 percent, the strongest gain since the
end of 1981. Energy prices were by far the biggest contributor, particularly
gasoline prices. This is of little surprise to most consumers with WTI oil prices
jumping by roughly $17/barrel in March to average over $108 for the month.
Regular grade gasoline prices averaged over $4.00/gallon for the month for
only the second time in history — and the monthly jump was the largest in
history. Food prices also continued to soar, adding to the pressure on
consumers’ wallets.

But the core CPI (stripping out the volatile food and energy components)
surprised to the downside, rising by just 0.3 percent on the month and moving
the year-over-year print up to 6.5 percent. The slower gain in the core rate was
driven mostly by a 3.8 percent monthly drop in used car/truck prices. As
supply chains slowly heal (a process that may be delayed by Covid lockdowns
in China), production of goods should increase — helping price gains to slow
(and perhaps to reverse). At the very least, core prices are unlikely to go up at
the same pace that they did last year which should temper the CPI numbers in
the months ahead. But there are still concerns about services inflation,
especially for shelter. This component of the CPI rose for a second consecutive
month at a 0.5 percent rate, with little sign of acceleration over the past six
months. But both house prices and rental costs continue to grow rapidly —
with house prices accelerating to over 19 percent year/year for January and
observed rents remaining at nearly a 17 percent gain over the year for March.
While these figures don’t go directly into the shelter component of the CPI,
they do influence it and suggest that there will be some upward pressure on
inflation in coming months from this component.

Retail sales up, helped by price gains
Retail sales grew by 0.5 percent for March, although there were solid upward
revisions to prior months, but this is based on nominal spending and much of
the March gain came from higher prices (with the CPI up by 1.2 percent). Sales
at gasoline stations soared by 8.9 percent for the month, as retail gasoline
prices jumped by nearly 20 percent for the month. Removing spending on
autos, building supplies, and gasoline, the retail control group slipped modestly
— indicating some weakness in inflation adjusted consumer spending. Faster
inflation will certainly impact how consumers spend in coming months and
have the potential to weigh on consumer activity.

Sentiment also mixed
The NFIB small business optimism index fell for a third straight month. The
outlook for the economy, particularly inflation and higher selling prices, led the
decline. This contrasted with an early April increase in the consumer sentiment
index from the University of Michigan. The rise in consumer sentiment came
largely from improvement in consumer expectations with that component
jumping by 10 points. Inflation expectations were unchanged for early April,
with consumers looking for inflation over the next year to be 5.4 percent and
over the next five years to average 3.0 percent. While expected inflation didn’t
rise, it remains well over the Fed’s long-term goal of 2.0 percent.
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Housing 
starts

Little change expected for housing starts
Housing starts jumped to their fastest pace in over 15 years for February and they likely
kept a similar pace through March. Input costs for builders are high and continue to
increase, worker shortages persist, and there remains a shortage of buildable lots — all
making it difficult for starts to expand further. But there continues to be excess demand
for housing units and builders are trying to close that gap. Building permits fell only
slightly for February from January’s blistering pace, and weather was generally good for
construction in March. We project an annualized pace of housing starts of 1.77 million
units for March, little changed from February’s rapid pace.

Existing home sales likely slowed further

Leading economic indicator gains are slowing, but still moving higher

Existing 
home sales

Index of 
leading 

economic 
indicators

LEI growth 
remains 
solid

Sources: The Conference Board/Haver Analytics
Shaded areas depict recessionary periods.
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Existing home sales fell for February to their slowest pace since July 2020, when they
were still on their way up after the collapse in the market caused by Covid. Sales likely
dipped again for March, as pending home sales (which are measured when contracts
to purchase a home are signed) fell in both January and February — from a
combination of falling affordability and lack of homes for sale. As a result, we project a
drop in existing home sales to an annualized rate of 5.75 million units for March —
which would be the slowest since June 2020.

The index of leading economic indicators (LEI) has traditionally been a solid signal for
recessions as the year-over-year growth of the index tends to go negative several
months before the onset of a recession. While there have been a few false positive
readings from LEI growth (i.e., the LEI growth rate falling below zero with no ensuing
economic downturn), there has been only once instance of a false negative (the LEI
growth rate didn’t quite go negative before the 1960-61 recession). LEI growth for
February (up by 7.6 percent from a year earlier) suggests that a recession is not
imminent. Components of the LEI for March were mixed, but still mostly higher. We
project modest monthly growth of 0.2 percent for the LEI, which would lower the
annual growth to 6.7 percent — far from a recession indicator.
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Here’s what we are watching this week:
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The information in this report is provided by Nationwide Economics and is general in nature and not intended as investment or economic advice,
or a recommendation to buy or sell any security or adopt any investment strategy. Additionally, it does not take into account any specific
investment objectives, tax and financial condition or particular needs of any specific person.

The economic and market forecasts reflect our opinion as of the date of this report and are subject to change without notice. These forecasts
show a broad range of possible outcomes. Because they are subject to high levels of uncertainty, they will not reflect actual performance. We
obtained certain information from sources deemed reliable, but we do not guarantee its accuracy, completeness or fairness.

Nationwide, the Nationwide N and Eagle and Nationwide is on your side are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company.© 2022 Nationwide.
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Interested in learning more from Nationwide Economics? Find this and other 
content from Nationwide at blog.nationwidefinancial.com/markets-economy.

Period Actual Previous

Small business optimism index Mar. 93.2 95.7

Consumer price index (m/m) Mar. 1.2% 0.8%

CPI (y/y) Mar. 8.5% 7.9%

Core CPI (m/m) Mar. 0.3% 0.5%

Core CPI (y/y) Mar. 6.5% 6.4%

Producer price index Mar. 1.4% 0.9%

Core PPI Mar. 1.0% 0.4%

Initial jobless claims Week ending Apr. 9 185,000 167,000

Retail sales Mar. 0.5% 0.8%

Retail sales ex autos Mar. 1.1% 0.6%

Import prices Mar. 2.6% 1.6%

Consumer sentiment (preliminary) Apr. 65.7 59.4

Empire St New York Fed manufacturing survey Apr. 24.6 -11.8

Industrial production Mar. 0.9% 0.9%

Capacity utilization Mar. 78.3% 77.7%

Previous Week’s Indicators

Release Date Period Forecast* Previous

Housing market index Mon. Apr. 76 79

Housing starts Tues. Mar. 1.77 M 1.77 M

Building permits Tues. Mar. 1.83 M 1.86 M

Existing home sales Wed. Mar. 5.75 M 6.02 M

Initial jobless claims Thurs. Week ending Apr. 16 170,000 185,000

Philadelphia Fed manufacturing survey Thurs. Apr. 29.5 29.5

Index of leading economic indicators Thurs. Mar. 0.2% 0.3%

S&P Global flash manufacturing PMI Fri. Apr. 59.2 59.2

S&P Global flash services PMI Fri. Apr. 59.9 59.9

* Nationwide Economics Forecast

This Week’s Indicators
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